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PDF to Text Conversion Usage Guide 

Overview 
This guide describes the details about the entire API that is used to convert a PDF file into a tab 

delimited text file. PDF represents unstructured data and in order to get the data from PDF in structured 

format it is interpreted according to the screen graphics(x and y coordinates).  

Details 
Method “extractText” for an object of Class “ConvertPDFtoText” when called with debug flag set will 

generates an output text file containing position(x and y co-ordinates) information for all the data as 

shown below 

 

The above file generated need to be used to fill up the parameters values listed below as needed in 

order to get the data in structured format. Below are the lists of these parameters 

 headerXPosition – This is an array containing a set of x-coordinates pointing to various data 

columns. For example the row marked below in red can be used to get a list of x-coordinate for 

all data columns.  

 
Please note that the row selected for getting the x-coordinates value should have more data 

filled in. Like the row marked in blue above has lesser data as compared to row marked in red. 
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 xDiff – This refer to the difference in the x-coordinates for considering the data to belong to 

same column. For example if the data for a column is coming as shown below 

 
In order to consider the data marked above as same column the value of xdiff here will be 91 – 

87 = 4. Please note that column value referred under “headerXPosition” should always be the 

greater one. So for the above case the value mentioned in “headerXPosition” will be 91 instead 

of 87. 

 yDiff –This refer to the difference in the y-coordinates for considering the data to belong to 

same row. For example if the data for a row is coming as shown below 

 
In order to consider the data marked above as same row the ydiff here will be 384-383 =  1. 

 mergeRowWithyDiff – This is Boolean flag that if enabled will merge two data rows whose y-

coordinate is within range of yDiff. For example if the data is coming as shown below 

 
In this case if this flag is set then the above two rows will be merged into one row in the 

generated text file. 

 wrapping –This is a Boolean flag which if enabled will merge rows containing multiline column 

data. For example consider an example as shown below 

 
The data marked here represents a single data row. On enabling this flag the above data will be 

merged into a single data row in the generated text file. 
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 sorting –This is a Boolean flag which if enabled will sort the data rows in ascending order of y-

coordinates. Data from PDF usually are retrieved in the order in which they are written which is 

completely different from what it is displayed. 

 blockStartXposition – This is an array containing a list of x-coordinates representing a starting 

position of a block. The data in the PDF can be divided into blocks as shown below 

 
This helps in dividing the data rows into separate rows otherwise a single row can have different 

sets of data. 

 spaceDiff - For PDF where each column data is separated by equal number of spaces this 

parameters can be used to structure the PDF data into a tab delimited file. The numeric value 

here refers to the fixed number of spaces that separates each data columns 

Sample Codes 
 Convert PDF to Text 

ConvertPDFtoText obj = new ConvertPDFtoText(string, boolean, array, integer); 

              

             

             

             

             

                

  Example -  

ConvertPDFtoText obj = new ConvertPDFtoText(pdfFilePath, true, new int[] { 37, 

55, 87, 159, 199, 203, 217, 235, 267, 339, 365, 379, 383, 397, 415, 447, 519, 545, 

559, 563 }, 4); 

Absolute path of the 

PDF file 
Flag to enable the use 

of various parameters 

if mentioned 
Refers to 

“headerXPosition” 

parameter  

Refers to “xDiff”  

parameter 
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 Set yDiff 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}.setyDiff(integer); 

   Example -  obj.setyDiff(1);       

             

    

 Enable wrapping 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}. setHandleWrapping(boolean); 

   Example -  obj.setHandleWrapping(true);     

      

 Enable sorting 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}. setSortRecords(boolean); 

   Example -  obj.setSortRecords (true); 

 Enable mergewithydiff 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}. setMergeRowWithyDiff (boolean); 

   Example -  obj.setMergeRowWithyDiff (true); 

 Set blockStartXPosition 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}. setBlockStartXPositions (integer array); 

   Example - obj.setBlockStartXPositions(new long[] { 37, 217, 397 }); 

 Set spaceDiff 

{ ConvertPDFtoText  Class Instance}. setSpaceDiff (integer); 

   Example - obj. setSpaceDiff (4); 

Note – “spaceDiff” parameter can be used even if the second Boolean parameter for the 

constructor of class “ConvertPDFtoText” is set false. This is not true for other parameters. 


